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President’s Notes 

The Distribution Day has come and gone now. There was some discussion from members about their difficulties 

producing well rooted cuttings this season. Fortunately, there was a fairly good selection of cultivars available on the 

day and around 250 went home to new owners. There are about another 100 saved for members that were unable 

to attend. So, I think that it was a good day and the afternoon tea was tops. I hope that you now have all the 

different cultivars that you wish to grow this season. If you are missing some cultivars that you want then contact me 

as I have some that were not quite ready in time for the Distribution Day. 

Whether you are growing solely for the pleasure of some cheery garden colour in autumn or wish to adorn the show 

benches with your finest productions the WACS is here to support you in any way that we reasonably can. Don’t 

forget our Mentors, who are listed on the last page and who can provide some one on one assistance.  

The Committee continues to prepare for the Society’s forthcoming activities. I hardly need to remind you that the 

biggie for this season is the Australian Championship in Perth. This is the first of our new two yearly rotation of the 

championship with Victoria. Previously we hosted the championship every five years, so it was a very big deal. Now, 

with having it second yearly we may all get a bit blasé but I am optimistic that it will actually increase the enthusiasm 

for growing and showing here in the west. We will again have two home visits for members and friends to enjoy 

each other’s company and some tasty titbits.  

The next activity for the Society is the November meeting and then we have a long break until the February meeting. 

The reason for this long break is that in days gone by members were occupied with Christmas and school holidays. 

We are still occupied over Christmas but, due to the advancing age of our members, school holidays are not such an 

impediment to chrysanthemuming as they once were. However, the long break is still worthwhile as while some of 

our members are of English heritage none of us are mad dogs.  

After the February meeting the activities come thick and fast, starting with the WA Horticultural Council’s February 

plant fair. This is followed by a couple of home visits, the first at my home in the city during March followed by 

another at Michael and Judy Drake-Brockman’s picturesque country haven in Pickering Brook during April. There is a 

meeting sandwiched somewhere in-between those and the show must and will go on in May. We will hand out the 

show prizes at the Presentation Luncheon in late May and then hibernate for the winter.  

Well, if all of that does not have you salivating then let me know which events you will be attending and I will bring 

along some of my dog’s food. 

 



 

 

That is enough from me and it is now over to the Editor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cultural Notes 

 

The task from now on is to build the plants up to develop a strong root system and a framework of branches to hold 

the flowering stems. 

At this time of the year your plants are probably in 70 - 100mm pots. Knock some of the biggest ones out of their 

pots and check the root development. It is important to have a root system that has taken a good hold of the 

compost before potting on to a larger pot. The natural habit of roots is to grow outwards from the stem and you are 

trying to avoid a situation where your plants are in their final pot with most of the root development at the bottom 

and sides of the pot with few roots more centrally. This will lead to an over-potted plant with wet soil and poor plant 

growth. If growing in the open ground this is not a concern as roots and moisture are not confined by the sides or 

base of a pot and with our mostly sand based garden soils overwatering is seldom a problem. Conversely, do not 

allow the plants to become root bound because this leads to tall spindly growth. Our warm climate causes the small 

pots to dry out very quickly which compounds the problem.  

Once the roots have taken a good hold of the soil they need to be transferred to 150mm pots. If you wish to grow in 

garden beds then the plants can be potted into the ground at this stage as well. Any plants that were rooted late and 

are not yet well established in 70mm pots should be transferred to 100 - 125mm pots as the very small pots dry out 

too quickly in late spring. 

In respect to water and fertiliser, remember that plants produce roots in order to obtain both. So, do not supply 

excessive amounts of either in the early stages so that the plants will be forced to make plenty of roots to find what 

they need. This idea of lower levels of fertiliser for young plants is found in the John Innes Potting Compost recipe 

recommendations where the quantity of fertiliser increases as the plants develop. The JI #2 Compost has double the 

amount of fertiliser as JI #1 and JI #3 has triple the amount of JI #1. 

The final potting is usually undertaken in December. Once again it is important that the root system is well 

developed before this is done. Vigorous growing and rooting plants can be potted to 300mm pots and the others to 

250mm pots. Hopefully you have grown more plants than you need up until final potting and if so any slow growers 

can be discarded. If the less well developed plants are needed they may do OK in a 200mm pot. In our hot dry 

climate it is difficult to properly regulate moisture levels in small pots, so, if you have multiple smaller plants of the 

same cultivar then planting two or three in a larger pot is worth considering. 

As far as the top growth is concerned it is necessary to form branches in order to hold the number of flowers that 

you intend each plant to carry. The top of the stem should be taken off some time in the first half of December to 

make the plant branch out. Section 1 and 2 cultivars are normally stopped in the first week of December and the 

others during the second or third week of December.  

How much of the stem to take off is a matter for debate. I have noticed that the tallest plants tend to wilt first on 

very hot days and presumably once they wilt they stop growing until they become turgid again later in the day. 

Perhaps this is part of the reason that many growers like to produce shorter plants by reducing the stem to below 



250mm in height at the first pinching out of the stem, providing that there is good leaf coverage on the lower part of 

the stem. One Victorian grower recommends retaining six good leaves. Other growers only remove the very tip of 

the stem in the belief that the more leaves the plant retains the stronger will be its growth.  

Once the new branches form only keep the number you want to grow on. Remove all others promptly in order to 

direct all the plant’s strength into those retained. Many growers retain three branches, as this is the number of 

stems normally grown on Section 1 and 2 cultivars and the number of branches on other Section cultivars can be 

increased following the second stop in January. Regardless of the number of stems that you would like to grow on 

each plant there is no point allowing any weak stems to remain. 

Any plants that run to bud early in the season need to be cut back hard to force new growth to emerge from lower 

down the stem. Sometimes the lowest shoots will also run on to bud but nearly always some sucker growth will 

emerge from the ground. Select the strongest of them and if they are produced early enough they can also be 

stopped in December as well or alternatively stopped once only in January, when the other plants are stopped for 

the second time. 

Fertilising depends on your growing mix. If fertiliser is incorporated into it then there will often be enough for the 

first three or four weeks. After that the regular addition of some complete/balanced NPK fertiliser either in the form 

of solid or liquid feed will be necessary. There are many on the market and they are all likely to be good. In days 

gone by growers formulated their own blends but trained agricultural scientists are likely to be better at it than you 

are so my advice is to keep it simple and purchase any reputable branded product of your choice. Whether you 

should choose a high nitrogen (“growth”) fertiliser or a high potassium (“flowering”) fertiliser at various stages of 

growth is a matter of debate. Conventional wisdom is that a “growth” fertiliser in the early stages and a “flowering” 

fertiliser in the later stages is the way to go. Feel free to do your own research. If in doubt then choose a product 

that does not say either on the label or buy both types and use them alternately. Putting it simply, do not worry too 

much about what fertiliser you give them just give them some as they are hungry plants. Yellowing of the leaves is 

usually due to overwatering or iron deficiency. A foliar spray of iron chelate will usually help. An occasional check of 

the soil pH is useful. This can be done by soil pH test kits, in which case obtain a sample from the base of the pot by 

extracting some soil through a drainage hole. A better way is via the “pour through” method. Search this on the 

internet and you will get a multitude of videos and articles to look at. Mostly they use a pH meter to measure the pH 

but you can use the chemicals from a soil test kit instead if you wish. 

Pests are pests. If you hang some yellow sticky traps in your growing area you can get an idea of what insects are 

about and then can look for their tell-tale signs on the leaves. I find that the most troublesome insects are 

caterpillars, spider mites and thrips. If you want to grow organically there are horticultural soaps and oils that can be 

effective. Oils are a bit risky in hot weather due to an increased risk of foliage burn. Hosing the stems and undersides 

of the leaves with water will deter many pests, especially red spider. You can obtain predatory insects online but the 

cost may be difficult to justify unless you have a big collection of plants or a bad outbreak. One of the safest 

“chemical” agents is pyrethrum and it can be useful for some pests. Spinosad and spinetoram (eg. Yates Success 

Ultra) are closely related and are also considered to be low toxicity products. They are useful against thrips, including 

chilli thrips. Going up the toxicity scale, Rose shield is a good composite spray that includes both, Tau-Fluvalinate as 

an insecticide and Myclobutanil as a fungicide. Imidocloprid (eg. Confidor or Conguard) is another good one that 

should be available in garden centres as a spray and granules for soil application and it is systemic so the effects can 

be long lasting. If you are having a problem with insect pests that does not respond to these first-aid measures then 

have a chat to one of our mentors who, hopefully, can help you. 

Leaf funguses such as rust, rot and mildew are not common in our hot dry summers. Any “garden variety” fungicide 

(eg. Mancozeb or copper based fungicide) will likely get rid of them. Root rots are a different story as there is a 

tendency to overwater plants in an attempt to combat our hot dry summers. Beneficial fungi and bacteria that 

compete with harmful microbes can be added to the soil by way of some proprietary products that are now 

becoming more widely available. The best way to avoid root diseases is to not overwater. Check the weight of your 

pots before watering and if they are heavy you may find that they do not need water. Wilting of the stems on hot 

days will occur even when the pots are fully charged with water. It is best combatted when severe by increasing the 

shade or by spraying all the leaves with water. You may have been told that the leaves will burn if you wet them but 

this is incorrect. Some growers have installed misters above their plants that can be turned on frequently once the 



temperature becomes unpleasant. Fairly simple systems can be purchased from garden centres or on-line and can 

be combined with a programmable tap timer. Bear in mind however that wilting of your plants will distress you more 

that it will them. Chrysanthemums are tough plants. 

Here are some photos of Large and Medium Exhibition blooms that were grown by Ian Blackwell to get you 

enthused. They were first published in the 2011 November - December edition of this newsletter. 

 

                                 

 

 

 

Louisa Pockett                                                                               Pockett’s Late Crimson 

Beryl Haycocks Nancye Furneaux 

 

Green Goddess Kokka Syozen 



President’s Notes 2 

Various errors occasionally creep into the newsletter due to a lack of diligent proof reading on the part of the Editor. 

This is understandable given that he is a busy boy (person? body?). However, factual errors are not so easily forgiven 

and generally reveal a certain hubris in the Editor’s approach. He should perhaps purchase a mirror so that he can 

take a good hard look at himself. On the other hand, that might simply result in the development of a narcissistic 

personality disorder to go along with the variety of others that he already possesses and from which others suffer. 

We could break the mirror after allowing him a brief period of introspection but that is then seven years bad luck. 

Sometimes you just cannot win and so must accept things as they are, at least until the next AGM when someone 

else can take over. 

 

Errata 

Readers will be aware of multiple references, in prior editions of this newsletter, to a cultivar named Stoakes Toledo 

describing it as a good quality show Spider and the Champion Fantasy Bloom of the WACS 2022 Show. The correct 

name is actually Western Toledo. The President managed to reintroduce it two years ago, along with a number of 

other cultivars that had been lost to WA, including Stoakes Tapestry, which may explain part of the confusion. 

Western Toledo was bred by the late Len Stoakes, which is the other part of the confusion. There are twenty 

cultivars with the prefix “Western” which I think were all bred by Len. The only other cultivar that I am familiar with 

is Western Classic, a white Reflexed Decorative that also has primrose and pink sports. They may still be in WA but I 

have not seen any for several years. Most of the cultivars bred by Len have “Stoakes” as part of their name but he 

also bred the “Kelvin” Pompones. Apart from the “Western”, “Stoakes” and “Kelvin” series of cultivars he also bred 

some others without any clue to their origin in the name such as the Single, Charmaine, and the Anemone, Ted Elms. 

If anyone has one or more of Len Stoakes’ introductions that are no longer seen at our shows then I would be glad to 

hear about it and keen to try them out. 

 

Here’s Hoping 

It seems that as years go by we lose a few cultivars here and there. Some cultivars have deteriorated such that they 

are no longer of much value but occasionally we lose a good one. WACS has been keen to preserve as many of our 

cultivars that are still available and useful and we have a number of growers who have signed up to our cultivar 

preservation protocols. Further to the earlier appeal for any missing Len Stoakes’ introductions generally I would be 

very happy to hear from anyone who may have the following cultivars that were popular at one time but now 

appear to have been lost. 

Adrienne Mechen 

Alexis 

Beacon 

Bill Ferris 

Cornetto 

Cottage Everlasting 

Cream Duke of Kent 

Cream Ryski 

Dorridge Velvet 

Falls Pink Glow 

Firefall (red anemone Cascade) 

Golden Bendigo 

Golden Chalice 

Golden Woolman’s Glory (aka Yellow)  

Gordon Taylor 

Harold Lawson and yellow sport 

Ivor Mace 

John Hughes and sports 

Kathleen Olsen 

Kay Woolman and sports 

Kelvin Extra 

Kiyomi No Meikyoku 

Kiyomi No Meisui 

Kokka Gown 

Luna 

Mayford Supreme 

Megumi 

Penrod 



Pink Durham Beauty 

Pin Gin and sports 

Rynoon and other Ry- Spray cultivars 

Seatons Rose 

Stoakes Carnival  

Stoakes Chelsea 

Stoakes Pink Ice 

Stoakes Striker 

Western Voodoo 

 

Common Errors for Which I Am Not Responsible 

Nancye Furneaux   Note the correct spelling of Nancye. This is a very attractive yellow Large Exhibition cultivar that 

presents a challenge in Perth due to its propensity to show an eye (the capitulum) at the top of the bloom. Ron 

Atyeo flowered it magnificently in 2015 when it won best Bloom of the Show in WA.  

Lady Frank Clarke  The e of Clarke is also commonly omitted. This cultivar is a bold yellow Medium Exhibition cultivar 

that often featured in prize winning sets in the early years of WACS but is now mostly admired for its colour. It was 

bred by Thomas Pockett and released in the late 1930s. It is named for the wife (nee Nina Ellis Cotton) of Sir Francis 

Grenville Clarke. Sir “Frank” Clarke was at one time the President of the Royal Horticultural Society of Victoria. 

According to “The Herald” (Melbourne) of 27th April 1939, Lady Frank Clarke was released by Woolman’s in England 

with the name Neville Chamberlain. The same article states that the white Duke of Kent was also bred by Pockett 

and had been grown to a size of up to 12.5 inches (32cm). It was sent un-named to Woolman’s and was originally 

released as Shirley Masterpiece. After impressing the Duke of Kent at the London Chrysanthemum Show of 1938 it 

was renamed in his honour. 

Kokka Hare Butai   A hare is a fast-running, long-eared mammal that 

resembles a large rabbit, having very long hind legs and typically found in 

grassland or open woodland. Hare species are native to Africa, Eurasia 

and North America. Kokka Hare Butai is a product of the Japanese Kokka 

plant nursery business and they do not have hares in Japan. According to 

wordhippo.com, hare butai (晴れ舞台) is pronounced har-ray boo-tie 

and means big moment or alternatively gala occasion. This makes sense 

as Kokka Hare Butai is a tall plant with very big blooms and has also been 

Champion Bloom of the Show in WA. 

Diane Stoakes   This is often written Dianne or rarely Diana. Diane, with one 

n is correct. This has been confirmed with the lady herself. Her cultivar is 

classified as a Quill. It has unusual form and fabulous colouring but is not of 

exhibition form unless grown to a very large size where the length of the 

quilled petals is more in keeping with the size of the petal ends. More 

commonly, when fully open, it resembles a quilled petal Reflex Decorative, 

which is very attractive but not favoured by judging standards. 

Dorothy Ann  In this case there is no e in Ann. This is a good white Single 

which can carry many blooms on each plant and still retain size and quality. 

It was bred by Ron Seaton and named for Dorothy “Doth” Smith, who 

assisted our society with her art works and her husband Les, who is one of 

our Life Members. 

Falls Goldy  Sometimes this is incorrectly written Goldie. Goldy and Goldie 

are both used as female names but, according internet sources, goldy can be 

used to mean gold-like in colour. Goldy is correct as it is the registered name 

and a good description of this cultivar’s colour. It also has exceptional form making it one of the best exhibition 

Pompones. All of the Falls Sections 8 and 12 cultivars were bred by Ron Seaton and named for Lesmurdie Falls. 

Firefall (WA)  This is a bright red Cascade cultivar and one of the most attractive and reliable Cascades. It was known 

as plain Firefall for many years but the true Firefall was imported from King’s in USA and has anemone form flowers 

Diane Stoakes 

 



whereas the flowers or this are single. If anyone has the real Firefall then please let us know as it has been lost to the 

society. 

Gold Prince  This is a brilliant yellow decorative cultivar and currently classified as a Reflexed Decorative (Section 4). 

Every bloom that I have seen of it has had the form of a shallow Intermediate Decorative (Section 5). We are looking 

at re-classifying it. It probably does not matter much as it is seldom flowered at exhibition standard but it sometimes 

appears as part of a set of blooms requiring multiple different cultivars and then creates a dilemma for the judges. 

For the garden it is very good due to its bright colour and shallow bloom form making the blooms less prone to 

collapse with the weight of water when wet. 

Golden Woolman’s Glory  This is sometimes named Yellow Woolman’s Glory. This may be a simple error or perhaps 

Woolman’s Glory sported more than once with a subsequent sport being called Yellow. Regardless, the first name 

has precedence and so it is the correct one. 

Firewheel  This could also have been written Fire-wheel, Fire Wheel or Wheel of Fire. However, it wasn’t, so, 

Firewheel is correct. 

Kellies/Seatons  Most Singles bred by Ron Seaton have the prefix Kellies, in honour of his daughter. Sometimes they 

appear with the Seatons prefix which is incorrect. 

Golden Splendour/Stoakes Golden Splendour  These are two different cultivars. The first is a very useful yellow 

Spider while the second is arguably the most reliable Reflexed Decorative in WA for exhibition purposes despite the 

slight annoyance of a very tall growth habit. 

 

Translation of Japanese Cultivars Names 

The following translations may be totally incorrect as I do not understand any Japanese at all. They are from 

translation programmes available on the internet and rely on the accuracy of the original conversion of Japanese 

characters to English phonetics and then the subsequent re-conversion and translation to meaning in English.  

However, just for a bit of fun here they are. 

Daisetsuzan - great snowy mountains 大雪山 

(Kokka) Dan Shaku - Noblewoman 男爵領    

(Kokka) Kinzan - Goldmine 金山 

(Kokka) Kotaku - Gloss 光沢  

(Kokka No) Kotabuki - Kota weapon の コタ武器 

(Kokka) Yoko - Prologue 予稿 

(Kokka) Yuki - Spirit/Ghost 幽鬼 

(Senkyo) Emaki - Picture scroll 絵巻 

(Senkyo) Jonetsu - Passion 情熱 

(Senkyo) Karyu - Lower reaches of a river 下流 

(Saga) Nishiki - Brocade 錦 

(Seiko) No Asa - Morning の 朝 

Shin Otome - new girl 新 乙女 

(Seiko) Ukon - Tumeric ウコン 



Editor’s Notes 

In addition to the error that I have already owned up to I now have another mea culpa to proclaim. “To err is human, 

to forgive divine”. 

In re-reading the July - August 2022 edition of this newsletter I note a remark in my Editor’s Notes linking the quenda 

with possums. I have now studied the matter at length and offer a grovelling apology and the following in depth 

analysis of the matter. Regular readers will be aware that one of the main aims of these Editor’s Notes is “taking the 

piss” (urologically speaking) and what follows testifies to that. 

 Quendas are not possums, they are bandicoots. However, they are still small and dirty, which should have been an 

obvious clue that they are not possums which are mostly medium sized and dirty but not nearly as dirty as 

bandicoots as possums do not spend much time digging whereas bandicoots are fossorial, meaning that they spend 

much of their waking hours digging burrows.  

You will recall my remarks about pesky taxonomists from discussions about chrysanthemum taxonomy in several 

previous editions of the newsletter. Feel free to ignore the following if you wish. Reading it will probably have a 

strong sedative effect but that may prove helpful to those who suffer with chronic insomnia.  

In respect of the scientific demarcation between possums and bandicoots we find that they both belong to the 

subclass Marsupialia. Possums, along with gliders and cuscuses, are classified within the sub-order Phalangeriformes 

of the order Diprotodontia whereas bandicoots, along with bilbies, are classified as the order Paramelemorphia.   

About two-thirds of Australian marsupials belong to the order Diprotodontia, which is split into three 

suborders, namely the Vombatiformes (wombats and the koala, four species in total); the large and diverse 

Phalangeriformes (the possums and gliders) and Macropodiformes (kangaroos, potoroos, wallabies and the 

musky rat-kangaroo). Note: this classification is based on Ruedas & Morales 2005. However, 

Phalangeriformes has been recovered as paraphyletic with respect to Macropodiformes, rendering the latter 

a subset of the former if Phalangeriformes are to be considered a natural group. (pesky taxonomists again) 

The position of the Peramelemorphia within the marsupial family tree has long been puzzling and 

controversial. There are two morphological features in the order that appear to show a clear evolutionary 

link with another marsupial group: the type of foot, and the teeth. Unfortunately, these clear signposts point 

in opposite directions. 

All members of the order are polyprotodont (have several pairs of lower front teeth)—in the case of the 

Peramelemorphia, three pairs. This suggests that they have evolved within Dasyuromorphia (marsupial 

carnivores). On the other hand, they also have an unusual feature in their feet: the second and third toes are 

fused together. This condition is called syndactyly, and is characteristic of the Diprotodontia (the order of 

marsupial herbivores that includes kangaroos, wombats, possums, and many others). 

Attempts to resolve this puzzle include the view that the bandicoot group evolved from the carnivores, 

retaining the polyprotodont dentition, and independently evolving a syndactyl hind foot; the contrary view 

that syndactyly is so unusual that it is unlikely to have evolved twice and therefore the bandicoot group must 

have evolved from a possum-like diprotodont creature, and re-evolved its extra teeth. A third view suggests 

that the bandicoot group evolved from a primitive carnivore, developed the syndactylous hind foot as a 

specialisation for climbing, and the diprotodonts then split off and evolved the two-tooth jaw that gives them 

their name. Recent molecular level investigations do not so far appear to have resolved the puzzle, but do 

strongly suggest that whatever the relationship of the bandicoot group to the other marsupial orders may be, 

it is a distant one. 

Classification within the Peramelemorphia was previously thought to be straightforward, with two families in 

the order—the short-legged and mostly herbivorous bandicoots, and the longer-legged, nearly carnivorous 

bilbies. In recent years, however, it has become clear that the situation is more complex. First, the bandicoots 

of the New Guinean and far-northern Australian rainforests were deemed distinct from all other bandicoots 

and were grouped together in the separate family Peroryctidae. More recently, the bandicoot families were 

reunited in Peramelidae, with the New Guinean species split into four genera in two subfamilies, Peroryctinae 



and Echymiperinae, while the "true bandicoots" occupy the subfamily Peramelidae. The only exception is the 

now extinct pig-footed bandicoot, which has been given its own family, Chaeropodidae. 

There is no reason for the average chrysanthemum grower to remember any of this, or, in fact, be even faintly 

interested, especially as some of it will probably change again next year due to the propensity of taxonomists to 

reclassify things, either on the basis of new evidence or simply because they have changed their minds. However, 

those of you who have quendas in your garden may look upon them more fondly, together with other bandicoots, as 

an enigma of marsupial science and correctly named by the anglicisation of the Noongar word “kwinda”. Bandicoots 

were so named by Celto-Romano-Anglo-Saxon-Viking-Normans due to an apparent resemblance of at least one of 

them to the Indian Bandicoot Rat. Strangely enough the Bandicoot Rat is a rat and derives its Anglicised name from 

the Indian “banda couta” meaning “pig rat”. You might have thought that a bandicoot was a banded coot but a coot 

is a bird and neither coots, bandicoots nor bandicoot rats are typically banded. 

By way of “Errata 3”, years of primary school education led me to believe that marsupials were confined to Australia 

and nearby islands but I now discover, late in life, that they are also found in South and North America, mainly in the 

form of various species of opossums and in Antarctica as fossils of extinct species. There is only one marsupial in the 

USA and Canada and that is the Virginia Opossum but there are many others in Central and South America. My error 

was probably from not paying attention and lumping Monotremes and Marsupials together. Monotremes are egg 

laying mammals only found in Australia and New Guinea.  

DNA evidence supports a South American origin for marsupials, with Australian marsupials arising from a 

single Gondwanan migration of marsupials from South America, across Antarctica, to Australia. 

 

Strangely enough the sole member of the order Microbiotheria, 

the South American monito del monte (little monkey of the 

mountain), is more closely related to Australian marsupials 

than it is to other American ones.  

Fossil evidence suggests that, contrary to the situation with 

marsupials, monotremes arose in Australia and then moved 

across Antarctica to South America before becoming extinct 

there.  

 

        

                                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Any of you who have grandchildren may 

care to refer to them as monito del name 

of your child/their parent.   

 



I had this general idea that mammals first evolved as monotremes which then produced marsupials which then 

produced placental mammals; totally wrong! It turns out that marsupials and placental mammals evolved from their 

mammalian ancestors on an entirely separate line from monotremes. As there are only five species of living 

monotremes they really are “queer birds”, as my grandmother might have said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can tell that taxonomists are meddlesome troublemakers. Why go to all this bother when,                       

as everyone already knows, they all taste like chicken? 

 

Cultural Notes 2 

Whether or not talking or singing to your plants improves their health or growth is debated. As far as I can determine 

there is currently no conclusive evidence for any benefit, although studies are ongoing. However, we grow plants 

primarily for our own benefit rather than theirs and there is good evidence that music is beneficial to human 

welfare. Since plants are thought not to be able to hear, talking to them is really just talking to yourself. Sort of like 

externalisation of internal dialogue, which can be good or bad depending on what you are telling yourself. Dogs can 

hear, so, I like to talk to mine while I work which I find to be a worthwhile compromise. Singing or playing music 

while tending to your plants can make the tasks more enjoyable and if you have neighbours with large trees that rob 

your garden of sunshine then all the better as it will annoy them. Here are some suggestions for good working songs 

for bass baritones, tenors and sopranos. 

Old Man River                                               https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eh9WayN7R-s 

Working for the Man                                   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNzGoT5bYYs 

Whistle While You Work                             https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIwa9sPFT5I&t=21s 

You Know How to Whistle Don’t You?     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ9P4dUKXYo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eh9WayN7R-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNzGoT5bYYs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIwa9sPFT5I&t=21s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ9P4dUKXYo
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Newsletter Editor – Carl Slusarczyk   9272 1356 (H)     carl.lina.slu@gmail.com 

 

Forthcoming Events  

General Meeting        Noon, Tuesday 8th November 2022       John McGrath Pavilion, 97 Hensman Street, South Perth. 
 
General Meeting        Noon, Tuesday 14th February 2023        John McGrath Pavilion, 97 Hensman Street, South Perth.  
 
Garden Clubs’ & Societies’ Plant Fair       18th & 19th February 2023          South Perth Community Centre 
 
Annual Flower Show Thursday 11th to Saturday 13th May 2023 Hawaiian Forrestfield Shopping Centre 
 

 

Facebook Page 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/chrysanthemumwa/ 

 

 

Website 

www.chrysanthemumwa.com

Mentors  

Ian Blackwell – Kelmscott   0424 432 608 
Ralph Coombes – Maida Vale   9454 3373 
Michael Drake-Brockman – Pickering Brook   9293 7650        
Carl Slusarczyk – Mount Lawley   9272 1356 
Richard Williams – Inglewood   0439 103 500 

 

 

 

 

Chrysanthemum Culture in Western Australia    

… a booklet written by Ted Elms.     

https://www.chrysanthemumwa.com/uploads/4/1/8/4/4184909/chrysantemum_culture_booklet.pdf 
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